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It is well known that the Higman-Sims simple group of order 44,352,OOO 
has 2-transitive representation on 176 points such that the stabilizer of two 
points is isomorphic to Pl?L(2,9). 
Let y be a field automorphism of PGL(2,q”) of order 2, and q a power of an 
odd prime. In this paper we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM. Let G be a 2-transitive group of even degree. If the stabilizer of 
two points is isomorphic to PGL(2, qa)( y), then q = 3 and G is the H&an-Sims 
simple group of order 44,352,OOO. 
A number of changes of the original proof were suggested by the referee. 
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to the referee for his many 
helpful1 suggestion. 
Notation. Let G be a permutation group on a set Q, X C G and A 2 52. 
Then F(X) is the set of fixed points of X on Sz. G, is the pointwise stabilizer of 
A in G. Let Y be a subgroup of the global stabilizer G(A) of A in G. Set Ay = 
Y/Y n Gd with induced permutation representation. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a 2-transitive group on Q = (1,2 ,..., n>. Let 5 be an 
inwolution of G12 . Let ,!I(<) be the number of involutions of G with cycle (1,2) which 
are conjugate to [ and y(J) be the number of involutions of G12 which are conjugate 
to 5. Tb n = 8(C) 4X4) - 1)/r(5) + ‘y.(C), where 45) = / W)l. 
Proof. See [9]. 
1. FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS 
Let G be a 2-transitive group on 9 = {1,2,..., n} with n even in which G,, is 
PGL(2, qz)( y}, where y is a field automorphism of PGL(2, qa) of order 2. Let I 
be an involution of G with cycle (1,2). Then we may assume [I, G,,] = 1. 
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Let (s) be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a cyclic subgroup of order q2 - 1 of 
PGL(2, q2) and 7 be an involution of (s). Let x be an involution conjugate to 7 
which normalizes (s). We may assume [x, y] = 1 and SY E (s). 
1.1. Properties of PGL(2, q2)(y). 
(1) (y, s) is quasi-dihedral if q - 1 is not divisible by 4 and (yx, s) 
is quasi-dihedral if q - 1 is divisible by 4. 
(2) PGL(2, qa)(y) has 3 classes of involutions. r, y, and xs are representa- 
tives of these classes. 
(3) The centralizer of xs is (xs~)(~), where 1 8 1 = (q* + 1)/2 and 
72 = 7, (T) normalizes (0 and (4, Q-) is dihedral. 
(4) The centralizer of y is (y) x PGL(2, q). 
Every involution of G is conjugate to I, 17, 1~s or 1, . 
LEMMA 1.2. Let H be a subgroup of G. Then C,(H) is transitive on F(H). 
Proof. If a and b are points in F(H), some conjugate of the element I inter- 
changes a and b, and centralizes G,, . Thus, there is an element of C,(H) carrying 
a to b. 
LEMMA 1.3. 7 is not conjugate toy or xs. 
Proof. Suppose that y N 7. By Lemma 1.2 C,,,(y) is conjugate to a subgroup 
of &(T). Since (s, x, y> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of &(T) and u2 = T for every 
element u in (s, X, y) of order 4, a square of every element in Cctp(y) of order 
4 is y. On the other hand Cclz(y) is isomorphic to PGL(2, q) x (y), a contra- 
diction. Similarly 7 + xs. 
LEMMA 1.4. y N xs in Gl . 
Proof. Assume y + xs. Then, by Lemma 1.3 and a theorem of Witt [IO, 
Theorem 9.41 FOG is 2-transitive and G has at least three classes of 
involutions. If FOG has a regular normal subgroup, it is solvable and the 
two point stabilizer is cyclic by [7l since a Sylow 2-subgroup of the one point 
stabilizer is cyclic. Thus the two point stabilizer is 1, 2, , or 2, . If Fan@“) 
has no regular normal subgroup, by [3] F(xs) cG(Z*) _C Aut L, where L is PSL(2, r), 
PSU(3, r2) or a group of Ree type, in its natural Ztransitive representation. 
Then &x.s)~G(~~) is PSL(2, 5), PrL(2,8), PGL(2, 5) or PsL(2, 9). If (T)~(%~) = 
(T), then F(xs)CG(~~) is PSL(2,5) or PrL(2,8). Let 6 and r] be as in 1.1. Then 
N,(<OYCG(O is a e ian and r] is not contained in C,(f). ThusF(Xs)CG(“a) has a b 1 
subgroup of index 2. This is a contradiction. If (T)F(zs) = 1, then the two point 
stabilizer of F(xs)cc(rS) is 2, and F(xs)~~~~~) is PGL(2, 5) or PSL(2, 9). As above 
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F(xs)Co(~~) has a subgroup of index 4, a contradiction. Thus F(.xs)~G(~~) has a 
regular normal subgroup. 
(1) xs + I. Assume xs - I. Then F(x~)~G(~~) contains a subgroup iso- 
morphic to G,, since C,(Z) > G,, , a contradiction. 
(2) xs + Zy. Assume xs mly. Then Cc(xs) contains a subgroup which is 
isomorphic to PGL(2, q). Since F(xs)c~(*~) is solvable, q = 3. Since the two 
point stabilizer of F(X) c~(ss) is 1, 2, or 2, and &(xs),(,,) does not contain A, , 
F(Zy)ceov) contains PGZ(2, 3) and the one point stabilizer contains a dihedral 
group of order 6. Therefore (F(xs) cG(zs))l has a cyclic normal Sylow 3-subgroup 
and two point stabilizer of F(Zy)Co(‘u) is 2, = (~Co(Zy)foy~), where 5 is an 
involution of Co(Zy). S ince CG,Z(xs) = (xs) X Z,(ys-l), Cc(xs)rcps) = (xs) X 
Z&T) and ys-iCc(xs),~,,~ must contain an involution, a contradiction. 
(3) xs + ZT. Assume xs N 1~. &(ZT) contains Cc,,(r). Let g denote the 
image of an element g of c,#T) in F(zT) G c (Is). If a regular normal subgroup does 
not contain 3 or 5, then the two point stabilizer is 2, and CG(xs)p(pJ) = (xs) x 
(5) since ~$c(xs)~(~~) does not contain an involution. Thus (T)F(,,) # 1. If one 
of 3 and Xs is contained in a regular normal subgroup, [%, .i%] = P is contained 
in a regular normal subgroup and s4 is contained in C’&T)~(,,) , a contradiction. 
Thus f * xs = s must be contained in a regular normal subgroup. If x and E are 
contained in a regular normal subgroup, then so is P, and P is contained in 
c&T)c([,) . Thus S - X, that is, s(s2, IT) N x(s2, 17) since a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Cc(Z~)F(,7) is (IT) x (9). This is a contradiction. 
BY (I), (2), and (3) xs must be conjugate to Zxs and y(xs) = /3(xs). By Lemma 1 
n = 1 F(xs)12. Since xs N Zxs, (x~)r(,~~) # 1. If F(t) is not contained in F(Zxs), 
1 F(f) nF(Zxs)l = 1, and : F(xs) nF(Zxs)I 3 2 since [I, xs] = 1 and FOG 
is solvable. Thus (q)F(zs) # 1. Since $.?o(~s)r(~~) does not contain an involution, 
7 is not contained in &(xs)~(~~J . Thus cc(~s)F(rs) = (XS> X (5). T~~(xs)~(~.) 
is C,(xs)-conjugate to ZCc(xs)F~2s~ (= ZxsCc(x~)~~~~)). Since Cc(xs) is contained 
in ZVG((&), (7, 5) must be isomorphic to (Z, 0, a contradiction. Thus F(t) > 
F(xs). By a theorem of Witt F(t) NGic) is 2-transitive. Since F(f)NMC) is abelian, 
by [2] or Lemma 1 1 F(t)1 = I F(xs)j2 = n, a contradiction. 
2. STRUCTURE OF Cl 
LEMMA 2.1. Gr has a subgroup of index 2. 
Prmf. <x, s, y) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cr. Q = <x, ys) is a quasi- 
dihedral subgroup of index 2 of (x, s, y). All involutions of Q are fused to 7. 
Thus, by Lemma 1.3, y has no conjugate in Q. By Thompson’s lemma, this 
lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. A Sylow 2-subgroup of 02(Gl) propedy contains <Sa, x). 
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Proof. Clearly, (9, X) !Z PSL(2,qs) C Os(G,). Thus, if the lemma fails, 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of 02(G,) is (9, x). By [5] Oa(G,)/O(GJ is an extension of 
PSL(2, Y) by a group of odd order, for some odd Y, or A, . On the other hand, 
by Lemma 1.4 y N xs in Gr . But by the structure of Aut PSL(2, T), this is not 
possible, and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.3. 02(G,) has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Proof. If either y or xs lies in 02(G,), by Thompson’s lemma, it follows that 
either y or xs fuses into (s2, x), as Oa(G,) has no subgroup of index 2. This 
contradicts Lemma 1.3. 
BY VI 02(‘WWd is an extension of PSL(3, Y), PSU(3, y2), Y odd, by a 
group of odd order, or is the group M,, . The possibility of Ml1 is eliminated 
since Aut M1, = M,, . 
Let B = (T, x), Let D be a Sylow 2-subgroup of the normalizer of V in the 
commutator subgroup of G,,, . Then D is dihedral of order 8, and y centralizes 
D. Also, NQ’) E 2, x S, . 
LEMMA 2.4. NG(V)F(v) is 2-transitive of even degree. It is solvable, PSL(2, 5) 
of degree 6, OY PI’L(2, 8) of degree 28. Its two point stabilizer has order 1 OY 2. 
Proof. If V’ is some conjugate of V lying in G,, , Lemma 1.3 implies that Y’ 
lies in the commutator subgroup of G,, . It follows that v’ is conjugate in G,, . 
Thus NG( V)F(y) is 2-transitive. 
Next we claim that iVG1(V) F(V) has a normal 2-complement. A Sylow 2-sub- 
group of this group is elementary abelian of order at most 4. Suppose that the 
order is 4. Then DF(“) is of order 2, and a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG1(V)F(y) is 
(DF’“‘, yFo’)). Moreover, by Lemma 1.3 the involution yF(“) does not fuse into 
DFtv). Thus the claim follows by using Bumside’s transfer theorem. Since the 
Sylow 2-subgroup of the two point stabilizer is elementary abelian of order 
at most 4, by [3] NG(V)F(v) has a regular normal subgroup, is PSL(2, 5) of 
degree 6, or is PI’L(2,8) of degree 28. This proves the lemma. 
By this lemma C,l(V)/V h as a subgroup of index 2, which is either cyclic or 
extraspecial of order 33. 
LEMMA 2.5. 02(GI)/O(G,) is PSU(3, 52) OY PGU(3, 52). 
Proof. 02(G,)/O(G) is an extension of PSL(3, Y) or PSU(3, r2) by a group 
of odd order. If V is a four-group in PSL(3, Y) or PSlJ(3, r2), its centralizer is 
abelian of type (Y + e, (Y + e)/d) w h ere d = 1 or 3, and e = -1 in the linear 
and 1 in the unitary case. When this is combined with the structure of CG1( V)/V, 
it follows that 02(G,)/O(G,) is a normal extension of PSlJ(3, s2) or PSL(3,7). 
The latter is eliminated since it contains no copy of PSL(2, q2) by its order. 
In particular, it follows that q = 3. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let C: be a faithful irreducible module of A, over afield of charac- 
teristicp # 2 or 3. Let V be afow-group of A, . Then C,(V) is twmyclic. 
Proof. If p f 5, the modular irreducibles of A, have the same degrees and 
characters as the complex irreducibles, and these degrees are 1, 5, 5, 8, 8, 9, 10. 
Checking through a character table of A,, it follows easily that C,(V) is of 
dimension at least 2 in all faithful cases. If p :. 5, the theory of primes to the 
first power implies that the degrees of the modular irreducibles are 1, 5, 5, 8, 10, 
and all are obtained by reducing suitable complex irreducibles mod 5, and again 
C,(V) has dimension at least 2. 
From this lemma and the structure of C,l(V)/I ‘, V centralizes some Hall 
3’-subgroup L of O(GJ and / O(G,) : Co(c,)(~)/ is a power of 3. hloreover 
IF(r)‘-1 =15.3k1LIandn-l =175*3k’1L!forsomeintegersk<K’. 
Since y(7) = 45, 
n - 1 = (/ F(T)’ - l)@(7) 1 F(T) 1 + 45)/45 by Lemma 1. 
15~3~~ZI,I(~(T)(15~3~~LI+l)+45)/45=175~3~’,L . 
(15 * 3” ! L : j?(7) + B(T) + 45)/3 = 175 . 3”‘-k. 
P(T) is divisible by 3 and 5, and hence /?(T) $ 45 is divisible by 25. Since B(T) is 
a sum of numbers in {1,45, 30, 36}, /I(7) : = 30, and 6 . 3& i L ; -1 1 =-- 7 . 3k’-k. 
Therefore k = k’ -: 0 and I I, ! = 1. It now follows that G is of degree 176, 
G1 contains PSU(3, 52) as a subgroup of index 2, and G,, is PrL(2,9). The 
identification of G can be obtained by [8]. 
This completes a proof of Theorem. 
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